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AFESIMOS: A NEW READING IN THE OPRAMOAS DOSSIER
FROM RHODIAPOLIS

C. Bailey

The second-century a.d. benefactor Opramoas of Rhodiapolis is an
important figure in any discussion of civic euergetism in Asia Minor or, indeed,
in the entire Roman empire. The record of Opramoas’ euergetism is largely
preserved for us in the Opramoas dossier at Rhodiapolis. This collection of
documents includes thirty-two decrees of the Lycian koine, twenty-six letters
from Roman officials, and twelve letters from the emperor, all dated to between
approximately a.d. 120 and 160.1 A number of shorter inscriptions from other
cities in Lycia also identify some of his local gifts or record honours voted to
him.2 It is not my intention here to offer a new discussion of the entire dossier or
of the import of Opramoas’ euergetism; Christina Kokkinia’s text and extensive
commentary will satisfy the reader in those respects.3 I wish instead to suggest a
new reading to one of the documents in the dossier to shed light on the occasion
upon which one of Opramoas’ benefactions was offered. The occasion of the
benefaction is often as important as the gift itself. In the case of Opramoas’
cash distribution to the Lycian koine, the occasion enhances the quality of the
gifts.

Since the initial discovery of the inscription adorning the tomb of Opramoas
in Rhodiapolis, the details of his generosity have been carefully reconstructed,
although the fragmentary nature of the inscription will continue to invite ana-
lysis. Fragments of the inscription remain at Rhodiapolis in Lycia. Kokkinia was
able to inspect many of these first-hand, but some smaller fragments have been
lost since earlier editions.4 My concern here is with one such fragment, which
Heberdey was able to place at the ends of lines IX G1–3 (Figure 1). Photos
of some of the blocks, including one which contains the ends of lines VIII
G2–7 and the beginnings of IX G2–5 (Figure 2), are held in the photo archives
of the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut (Istanbul).5 Heberdey’s sketches of
portions of the inscription may be consulted at the Österreichische Akademie der

I would like to thank the editor and anonymous reviewers at Phoenix for their suggestions and
comments on this article.

1 Heberdey 1897; cf. Peterson and von Luschan 1889: 76–133; IGRR III.739; TAM II.3 905;
Kokkinia 2000.

2 For example, from Rhodiapolis: TAM II.3 907, 908, 915, 916; from Phaselis: TAM II.3
1203; from Xanthos: Balland 1981: 173–224, nos. 66–67; Coulton 1987.

3 Kokkinia 2000.
4 Kokkinia (personal correspondence).
5 I would like to express my thanks to Christina Kokkinia for providing me with the location

of this photograph, and to Anja Slawisch at the DAI (Istanbul) for providing the photograph.
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136 PHOENIX

Figure 1

Wissenschaften Kleinasiatische Kommission in Vienna.6 I have not been able to
locate a sketch or photo of the small fragment containing the last letters of lines
IX G1–3, whose location is now unknown. This fragment has, however, been
included in line drawings of the inscription since Heberdey’s edition (Figure 1).

The fragment belongs to the thirty-third document, one of several which
refer to Opramoas’ endowment for annual cash distributions to the koine of the
Lycian ethnos. The document is a decree of the Lycian koine to report Opramoas’
euergetism and generosity to Antoninus Pius just before a.d. 140 or 141.7 In
resolving to do so, the ethnos was not acting unusually; indeed, it was performing
its social obligation to ensure that Opramoas’ generosity received the appropriate
acknowledgement.8 It also recounts Opramoas’ ancestry, his citizenship and
involvement in the cities of Lycia, and his generosity to those cities. The
decree notes his excellence and his service as agonothete; the distribution appears
about halfway through the document. Opramoas’ service as high priest and his
attention to justice during his office conclude the decree. The distribution is
described as follows (Kokkinia 2000: 42–43):

IX G2 a<w d� dvreˆöw xr÷h. m‡tvn \pide.öd÷o. kQöw÷,
\j @n = kaöt'÷ Á.tow öpr÷—sodow \n ta”w a. �.-

s’moiw köa÷“ sebaös÷m’oiw =m�raiw dian�-

IX G5 metai, koin_ te öt÷! Áynei ú. Þdion dv-

reˆn kex‡ristöa÷i \w `mo’an dianom}n

6 Heberdey 1894.
7 Kokkinia 2000: 42–43, IX F1–IX H8; cf. Heberdey 1897: 29, IX E15–IX H8.
8 See Kokkinia 2000: 31, VI A2–4, VI C3; 54–58, XIII A11–F9; cf. the dispute between the

citizens of Ephesus and the benefactor Vedius Antoninus (IEph. 1491–93), and the letter of Marcus
Aurelius and Lucius Verus to the Asiarch Aelius Martiales (IEph. 214); on Vedius Antoninus, cf.
also Kalinowski 2002.
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AFESIMOS: A NEW READING 137

Figure 2

And having given gifts of money to these cities, the annual interest of which
was to be distributed on the fated and revered days, he also gave a perpetual gift
to the koine of the ethnos for a similar distribution.9

The endowment to fund the annual distributions was established early in
Opramoas’ career, not long before a.d. 124 after his service as archiphylax. Else-
where in the document, we learn that the endowment was 55,000 denarii. The
interest on this endowment was to be distributed to “those who gather for the
common elections of the ethnos, the electoral officers, the members of the coun-
cil, the common magistrates, and those who traditionally receive a share.”10 The
total available interest, the number of recipients, and the size of the individual
shares are never specified. However, if the nine per cent specified in Gaius
Vibius Salutaris’ endowment in Ephesus approximately twenty years earlier is
comparable, Opramoas made slightly less than 5,000 denarii available for dis-
tribution each year—a substantial amount.11

The occasion of the annual distribution is specified here (and only here) as
aæsimoi ka“ seb‡smioi =m�rai. Elsewhere, the distribution takes place explicitly

9 `mo’an dianom}n, “for a similar distribution,” indicates both that the interest of the endowment
to the koine was to be distributed every year, and that it was to be distributed on the days mentioned
here, that is, on the aæsimoi ka“ seb‡smioi =m�rai. Unless otherwise indicated, all translations are
my own.

10 Kokkinia 2000: 30, V H6–12: \pido�w t! Áynei úrgur’ou dhn‡ria | pent‡kiw mœria ka“

pent‡kiw xe’lia ºste | t˜n kat' Átow t—kon a[t™n xvre”n e�w dia|nom|n to”w sunioāsin e�w

tˆ koinˆ toā Á|ynouw úrxair�sia úrxost‡taiw ka“ bou|leuta”w ka“ koino”w Ärxousi ka“ to”w

loi|po”w to”w \j Áyouw lamb‡nousin. Cf. Kokkinia 2000: 31, VI B10–13; 32–33, VI D15–E5, VI
F2–6; 40–41, IX B7–12; IX G2–5; 60, XIV C10–D1.

11 IEph. 27B, 220–222: Salutaris’ 20,000 denarii endowment was expected to generate 1,800
denarii per year, of which only a portion was devoted to cash distributions.
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138 PHOENIX

or implicitly at the elections of the Lycian koine;12 that is, the election days are
described in the thirty-third document as aæsimoi ka“ seb‡smioi =m�rai. This
singular description of the occasion deserves comment, but the first adjective
is fragmentary. It was originally restored as ö\pi÷s}moiw.13 Heberdey was able
to correct this with the lost fragment containing the end of lines IX G1–3 to
a. �.öpi÷|s}moiw (<\>pis}moiw),14 and the adjective makes sense here. The interest
from Opramoas’ capital endowment would have been distributed on conspicuous
(or noteworthy) and revered days. Such a reading, however, causes difficulties.

We can only read \p’shmoiw if we assume and restore a spelling error of
a�pi- for \pi-. Spelling errors and errors by the letter cutter do appear in the
inscription, and even in this document (k�xrhtai{i} in line IX F8).15 It is,
I think, probable that there is a spelling mistake in the adjective, but there is
no need to restore an error. It is, of course, possible that in a. �.ö pi÷|s}moiw we
have not a spelling error, but a spelling variation. A lengthened a�pi- for \pi-
is not entirely unknown in inscriptions of imperial date. The variation appears
in a funerary monument from Attaleia in Pamphylia and in an inscription from
Pisidia honouring a successful athlete and council member.16 It also appears in
a single inscription from Lycia, from the city of Olympos, identifying a man, his
wife, and his two sons, one of whom was named Aipistrategios.17 The length-
ened vowel, however, appears only very rarely, usually in the names of people
or places. It does not appear in the Opramoas dossier; \p’shmow, however,
does. The documents which make up the dossier were chosen, arranged, and
edited preparatory to their final publication.18 Since \p’shmow appears without a
spelling variation in other documents in the dossier, we can reasonably suppose
that \pis}moiw would have been spelled as such here if it were the word required
or wanted, unless an error were made.19

When we consider the other appearances of \p’shmow in the dossier, however,
it becomes clear that it was neither required nor wanted in our document. The
adjective appears once in the twenty-first document, once in the fifty-fourth
document, and four times in the sixtieth document. The twenty-first document,

12 Kokkinia 2000: 30, V H6–12; cf. 31, VI B10–13; 32–33, VI D15–VI E5, VI F2–6; 40, IX
B7–12; 60, XIV B10–D1.

13 Peterson and von Luschan 1889: 91, 108.
14 Heberdey 1897: 29, IX G3; cf. IGRR III.739, VII.96.
15 There are, however, relatively few mistakes in the dossier as a whole: thirteen errors in 7000

words (Kokkinia 2000: 12, 14–15).
16 Attaleia: Monumenti Antichi 23: 29, 21: −w ©n £yöe|r÷on pt™öm÷a a�pib‡|öl÷h d™si öt÷™

ö´÷eör÷vtö‡t÷v taöm÷eö’÷v ödhn‡ria÷; Pisidia: SEG 6.609 = 14.810 = 36.1203.14 (dated later than
a.d. 235): ö&Askl÷}p. e.i.a. \n A�piödaœr~÷.

17 TAM II.3, 1097: Zvsim‰w D. öio÷te’mou p. <r>og.o. nik. .̃ n. kateskeœase.n. °aut! ka“ | gunaik“

E[karp’Ù k. a“ u. ´o”w P. orfœ. r~ k. öa÷“. A�pis. öt÷ra. thg’~, | °t�r~ d� o[den’.
18 Kokkinia 2001: 17–18; D’Hautcourt 2002.
19 Cf. below, 142, n. 39 and SEG 2.746: \desimot‡tou \pisk—pou (for a�desimvt‡tou \pis-

k—pou).
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AFESIMOS: A NEW READING 139

an honorary decree, identifies Opramoas as outstanding, \p’shmow, among his
ancestors.20 We should note that in this case the adjective is entirely restored.
The fifty-fourth document, like the thirty-third, is a decree of the Lycian koine
resolving to report Opramoas’ euergetism to Antoninus Pius. The benefactions
to be reported include his construction of two temples of the \p’shmoi yeo’ in
Rhodiapolis.21 The \p’shmoi yeo’ are Tyche and Nemesis, as a later document
in the dossier informs us.22 The construction of the temples of the \p’shmoi
yeo’ is also reported in the sixtieth document.23 This document also contains
two partial restorations of the adjective, which are virtually certain, and one
complete restoration.24 It is only in this last case, with no trace of the adjective
on the stone itself, that it is applied to =m�ra. Within the dossier, there is no
clear use of \p’shmow =m�ra to parallel the restoration in IX G3, although the
adjective was not unfamiliar to the letter cutter or the citizens of Rhodiapolis.

The restoration, however, is not without parallel. \p’shmow =m�ra does
appear in second-century Lagina. Parallel inscriptions honour Marcus Ulpius
Alexander Heraclitus and his wife, Ulpia Ammion, for, among other things,
their service as gymnasiarchs on \p’shmoi =m�rai.25 This appears, however,
to be an unusual use of \p’shmow; nowhere else, to my knowledge, in the
inscriptions from Asia Minor or Greece is the adjective applied to =m�ra. It is
usually used to describe the location of a statue erected in honour of a benefactor,
to describe the character of the benefactor himself, or to characterize the quality
of his or her benefactions.26

20 Kokkinia 2000: 31, VI A13–15: ö−w d� únt�gracen | t˜n &Opram—an÷ fānöai \k prog—nvn

\p’sh|mon?÷.
21 Kokkinia 2000: 55, XIII B12–14: \n tö_ m�n ^Rodiapoleit™n p—lei, t_÷ °au. toā. p. öatr’di,

m÷etˆ | t˜ p‡saw tˆw úr. öxˆw filote’mvw tetelek�nai o�kod÷—. ömhsen dœo nao÷�w | \pis}mvn ye™n.
22 Kokkinia 2000: 70, XIX A4–5: dœo nao. ö�w T÷œxhw ka“ Ne|m�seow.
23 Kokkinia 2000: 67, XVII F6: dœo nao�w \pis}mvn úpart’zei.
24 Kokkinia 2000: 66, XVII A14–B3: öt÷a. ”w \pisöhmot‡taiw÷ | p—lesin, t_ Mur�vön ka’ t_

Pa÷ta. ör�vn÷, | \n a<w Ägousin pan. öhgœresin \÷piös}÷|moiw ye™n; XVII B4–6: ökun}gia ka÷“.
ömo÷|nomax’aw ka“ yevr’öaw \n \pis}moiw?÷ | =m�raiw.

25 Diehl and Cousin 1887: 156–158, no. 63.3–4 = IStrat. 668: t˜ gumnasiarx÷sai p‡saiw |
ta”w °ortas’moiw ka“ \pis}moiw t÷w yeoā =m�raiw; cf. IStrat. 530.

26 For the location, see, for example, IEph. 27A.87: Án öte t!÷ ´er! t÷w 'Art�mido. öw ka“ \n

to”÷w \pishmot‡toiw | t—poiw t÷w p—levw; JÖAI 35 1943 Beibl: 121–126, line 10: úndri‡ntow

ún‡stasin a[t! \n t! \pishmot‡t~ t÷w úgöo÷|r‰w t—p~; BE 1969: 432.2–3; öúndri÷‡nti −w

únatey}setai \n t! \pöi|sh÷mot‡t~ toā gumönas’ou t—p~; for the quality of the benefactor,
Kokkinia 2000: 31, VI A13–15 (cf. above, n. 20); TAM II.1 301.3–5: u´˜n úndr˜w \pis}mou |
bouleutoā tel�santow | úrx‡w; 304.3–4: u´˜n úndr˜w | \pis}mou bouleutoā; TAM II.2 665.6–9:
Ändra kal˜n | öka“÷ ú. g.ay˜n ka“ meögal—|fr÷ona, prog—nvn \öpi|s÷}mvn; TAM V.2 973.20–22:

b’on \zhkWw únep’lhpton ka“ \n §. öpa÷|sin \p’shmon ka“ tˆw t÷w patr’dow | \kten™w peplhrvkWw

leitourg’aw; for the quality of benefactions, IEph. 721b.19–20: öm÷eg‡loiw ka“ \pis}moöiw Árgoiw

k÷e|ök÷osmhk—ta t|n °auötoā patr’da÷; 1545.7–9: ök÷a“ Älloiw \pis}moiw | öÁrg÷oiw kosm}santa

| öt|n &Efe÷s’vn p—lin; TAM III.1 4.9–12: Án te únalQ|masin \pishmot‡toiw ka“ \n proxr}sesin

| úrgur’vn ka“ \pid—sesin ka� dvrea”w ka“ ´e|rvsœnaiw; TAM V.2 989.6–8: e�rhnarx}santa

\pöi÷|s}mvw ka“ úgoranom}san|ta lampr™w ka“ filod—jvw.
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140 PHOENIX

Kalinka preferred to read a. �.|s’moiw rather than a. �.öpi÷|s}moiw in TAM II.3
905, although he notes the inscriptions from Lagina. Following Kalinka, Kokki-
nia also reads a. �.|s’moiw.27 While this reading does match the remains of line IX
G3, it requires a spelling error at the beginning of line IX G4. The line drawing
of the document published by Heberdey, followed by Kalinka and reproduced
by Kokkinia, shows ]SIMOIS at the beginning of line IX G4 (Figure 1).28 A
photograph taken by W. Schiele in 1969, however, after the block was broken
into smaller pieces, shows a ligature between the second and third letters of the
line, indicating hm, not im (Figure 2). Consequently, before considering the
possibility of a spelling error in line IX G4, we need to establish that ÷s}moiw is
in fact a mistake. The ends of the lines are not aligned, so we can only estimate
the number of letters lost in line IX G3. The end of this line is damaged, but
there does appear to be room for two to four letters, depending on the width of
each. The fragment contains the remains of the first two of these letters: an apex
and the top quarter or third of a hasta survive. Lines IX G2 and G4, the longest
lines in this portion of the inscription, suggest that at most two more letters
could complete this line. Discounting a�p’shmow, two adjectives could match
the remains while preserving the ligature at the beginning of line IX G4, namely
di‡shmow and d’shmow.29 di‡shmow, “distinct or conspicuous,” is common in
both literary and epigraphic sources.30 Opramoas himself is described several
times as a diashm—tatow Luki‡rxhw, a clarissimus Lyciarch.31 Epigraphically,
this adjective is most often applied to a person or an office, and occasionally
to a city; it is never applied to =m�ra.32 The adjective appears only in the
superlative in the Opramoas dossier and in most other uses. In the two uses
of the positive degree of the adjective, it is applied to ún}r.33 Moreover, the
apex of a triangular letter is visible on the line drawings, but the apex appears
to belong to A rather than to D, which is slightly wider than A in the dossier
(Figure 1). The apices of A and D also differ. The diagonal strokes of D
appear to intersect and continue slightly above the apex; the extension of the
diagonals of A beyond the apex is not as pronounced. The line drawing and

27 TAM II.3 905.IX G2–5; Kokkinia 2000: 42–43, IX G2–5.
28 See Peterson and von Luschan 1889: the line drawing on page 91 shows ÷SIMOIS but the

ligature is resolved in the text on page 108 (ö\pi÷|sö}÷moiw).
29 See Buck and Patterson 1970: 189.
30 di‡shmow: for example, Soph. Phil. 209; Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 19.12.6; Plut. Aem. 12.2, 23.2;

Ath. 1.1d, 5.216e.
31 Kokkinia 2000: 68, XVIII A4, XVIII B8; 72, [XIX D13–14], XIX E12; 73, XX B12.
32 See, for example, TAM III.1 89.1–5: t˜n diashm—ta|ton =gem—na | Luk’aw Pamful’|aw

Ter�ntion | Markian—n; IErythai, 106.2: = diashmot‡th 'Erœyrou p—liw; IEph. 3217b.22–23:
Klaud’ou &Arist’vnow | úndr˜w diashmot‡tou; IEph. 2053.1–5: t|n lampro|t‡thn ka“ diash|mo-

t‡thn Kolvnö’÷|an &Ioul’an Konkoröd’÷|an Karyag’nan.
33 IG XII.3, 326.6–7: T. Fl‡ouiow Kleitosy�nhw Klaudian˜w | ún|r g�nouw te \pifane’Ù

di‡shmow; IEph 27A.14–15: G‡•—w÷ te O[’biöow Salo÷ut‡riow, ú|n|r ´ppik÷w t‡öje÷ow, g�nei ka“

új’Ù di‡shmow.
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AFESIMOS: A NEW READING 141

the context both favour A over D.34 d’shmow (“of two time-units”) is similarly
inappropriate, although this adjective would not, in any case, give a meaningful
sense.

Several difficulties, then, are presented by ÷s}moiw. Kalinka and Kokkinia
accept that the ligature at the beginning of line IX G4 was mistakenly carved,
reading a�|s’moiw köa÷“ sebaös÷m’oiw =m�raiw. This is quite clearly an im-
provement in that it appears to match the remains of the fragment. In fact,
the reading would seem obvious once we accept the possibility of a spelling
error which is visible on the stone. The restoration, however, creates new
problems, as Heberdey seems to have recognized in his preference for the un-
usual a�|öpi÷s}moiw. An archaic term, aæsimow is used primarily in poetry; in
fact, it is used most frequently by Homer.35 The word does occur outside of
Homer, but usually in quotations or paraphrases of Homer. With very few
exceptions, the non-Homeric instances of aæsimow parallel the Homeric use.
Derived from the noun aåsa (“allotted share, destiny”), connotations of fate
predominate in attributive uses; fatedness is apparent in predicative uses of the
adjective as well, but in predicative and substantive uses, fittingness and appro-
priateness may also be implied, in the sense of fitting or appropriate to one’s
fate or destiny.36 An attributive use would be out of place in the context of
the Opramoas dossier. As noted above, the ÷s’moiw köa÷“ sebaös÷m’oiw =m�raiw
were the days on which Opramoas’ distribution was to take place each year.
The competitive spirit among benefactors and the corresponding enthusiasm for
providing lavish and memorable gifts were high, but identifying the days of the
distributions as aæsimoi =m�rai is rather heavy-handed, for the adjective would
properly mean “fated” or “destined” here, not simply “appointed in advance.”
The second meaning of the adjective is unsatisfactory, for it does not indicate
appropriateness when used attributively. When associated with =m�ra in our
literary sources (there is no instance of aæsimow =m�ra in the epigraphic record),

34 A comparison of the apex on the lost fragment in the line drawing with Schiele’s photograph
cannot offer any certainty on this point.

35 I would like to express my thanks to W. Slater for suggesting this point to me. See Hom.
Il. 8.72: £lke d� m�ssa labQn: ]�pe d' aæsimon Ômar &Axai™n; 21.100: pr“n m�n gˆr P‡troklon

\pispe”n aæsimon Ômar; 22.212: £lke d� m�ssa labQn: ]�pe d' %Ektorow aæsimon Ômar (= Plut.
Quomodo adul. 17a3 = Aesch. fr. 205a5); Hom. Od. 16.280: d| g‡r sfi par’statai aæsimon Ômar;
Hymn to Apollo 356: −w t_ g' únti‡seie, f�resk� min aæsimon Ômar; Anthologia Graeca 14.99.4:
Ðtan aæsimon Ômar \p�ly+ (= Aristid. Quint. 3.26.43, 64 = Paus. 9.14.3); cf. Quint. Smyrn. 2.417,
6.523–5244, 10.100, 164.

36 For examples of fittingness or appropriateness, see Hom. Il. 6.62, 7.121, 15.207; Od. 2.231,
5.9, 7.310, 8.348, 14.433, 15.71, 21.294, 22.45–46, 23.14; cf. Plut. De Is. et Os. 357e10; Ath. 14.6b
(quoting Hom. Od. 21.294); For examples of fatedness, see see Hom. Il. 8.72, 9.244–245, 15.274,
21.100, 21.291, 21.495, 22.212; Hom. Od. 15.239, 16.280; Hymn to Apollo 356; cf. Hdt. 9.43.2;
Plut. Quomodo adul. 17a3; Paus. 9.14.3; Aristid. Quint. 3.26.43, 3.26.45–46, 3.26.64; Ap. Rhod.
Argon. 4.1225–26; Anthologia Graeca, 14.99.4; for two of the few non-Homeric uses, cf. Arist. Resp.

473b23: a[tˆr Ápeita pneœmatow \lle’pontow \s�rxetai aæsimon ¹dvr; and 474a2: pneœmatow

\mp’ptontow ¿peky�ei aæsimon ¹dvr.
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142 PHOENIX

aæsimow always means “fated” or “destined”: the adjective never means “fitting”
or “appropriate” in such a use.

Elsewhere in Asia Minor, aæsimow does appear, but as a name in every case
but one.37 The only adjectival use is in a first-century a.d. funerary inscription
from Mysia written, notably, in pentameter verse:38 the word is a poetic one,
and out of place in an honorary prose inscription or a decree of a provincial
koine. We cannot suppose that the adjective was deliberately chosen in order to
add an artificial, epic air to the text. Such an air would be immediately undone,
for we should then expect a�s’moiw ¾masi, not a�s’moiw =m�raiw. In no case
do we have an epigraphic parallel to support aæsimow =m�ra in the Opramoas
dossier; rather, the use of aæsimow elsewhere in the epigraphic record of Asia
Minor suggests that the adjective should not be restored here. It does fit the
remains of the fragment, but the word does not make sense. It is worth noting
again that in spite of the apparent match with the fragment, Heberdey did not
suggest a�|s’moiw. a�p’shmow for \p’shmow makes far better sense of the days on
which the distributions in question were provided. As we have seen, however,
there are objections to \p’shmow.

There are several alternatives which might be suggested based on the context
and the remains, if one accepts a spelling error in the penultimate syllable.
Kalinka notes \n ta”w °ortas’moiw t™n Sebast™n =m�raiw (IGRR IV.1257 =
OGIS 524.8). °ort‡simow, a festival day, appears in the two Lagina inscriptions
noted above in association with \p’shmow, but is too long and does not fit the
remains on the fragment. The first letter must be A or L, since D does not seem
to match the line drawing of the fragment. The second letter is visible only as
the upper third or quarter of a hasta. There are several possible adjectives which
may be considered: a�d�simow, a´r�simow, ún�simow, and úf�simow. L does
not yield an adjective with the necessary hasta and a suitable number of letters
for the line.

The first two adjectives may be dealt with quickly. a�d�simow, “venerable” or
“holy,” is used almost always in the superlative as an honorary title in epigraphic
contexts. It always appears in a Christian context, often attached to the name
of a Bishop.39 The adjective also appears frequently in literary texts, but carries
more reverence and awe than would seem to be appropriate here.40 Moreover,
although the first two letters match the traces of the inscription, the adjective

37 See, for example, Altertümer von Pergamon 8.2, 605; 8.3, 39, 40 (Sextus Claudius Silianus
Aisimos, son of Claudius Aisimos); Milet I.3, 38q.8; cf. Lys. 13.80.3, 81.2, 81.6, 82.7; Paus. 1.3.3,
4.5.10; Archil. 1.14.10; Ar. Eccl. 208.

38 Peek 1955: 336–337, no. 1160.11–13: Á.p. l. e.t.o d' o[ ögon�vn÷ teim‰w x‡riw, oáte ge p‡ppvi

| bai˜n \m. _. t.�.frh. i b™lon \pisk. ed‡söai÷ | aöæ÷si.m. on; cf. LW. 1745.11–13: oáte goneāsin Áhn÷

teim‰w x‡riw oáte ge p‡pp~ | bai˜n ötumb÷}rei b™lon \pisök÷ed‡saöi÷. | =don| ög÷ˆr Áöx÷ein.
39 a�d�simow: SEG 6.580 (Pisidia): \p“ toā a�desimvt‡tou | \pisk—pou &Opt’moöu÷; cf. SEG

2.746, 6.581, 20.417, 36.1306, 39.1592; ISmyrn. 887.
40 See, for example, App. BC 3.4.29: ka“ o[d�n Áxontow a�d�simon É t’mon \w presbut�rouw te

ka“ \w úrxontaw; 3.8.62: kúgW suney�mhn diˆ dœo Ändraw a�des’mouw; 4.6.41; App. Mith. 15.102:
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AFESIMOS: A NEW READING 143

may be too long for the line (given the condition of the end of the lines,
however, this cannot be certain). There is space for two to four letters, but the
width of AIDE- would extend the line beyond IX G4. a´r�simow, “that can
be taken,” is related to a¨resiw, which Thucydides uses for “appointment” or
“selection,” or for “capture.”41 a´r�simow, however, is not used, for example, as
an election day, but rather for something which can be taken or captured and
so would be inappropriate here.42 Moreover, AIRE- may also extend the line
too far.

ún�simow is used by the scholia on Thucydides in a gloss on the celebration
of a festival;43 an ún�simow =m�ra is a holiday, and would be meaningful in the
context of the thirty-third document. It is not without its problems, however.
The adjective does not appear at all in the epigraphic record and is otherwise
attested only in the scholia on Hesiod and in Michael Attaliates.44 The diagonal
of N in this inscription is generally very thin, meeting the first vertical stroke
a variable distance below the top, as we see in both the line drawings and
Schiele’s photograph (Figure 2, note particularly ¿pesxhm�now, ka“ toā m�n,
and l�gontow at the ends of lines VIII G4–6). The line drawing would seem to
rule out AN, as the diagonal stroke does not appear; more of the hasta remains
without the diagonal than in most cases of N. l�gontow in Schiele’s photograph,
however, shows the diagonal joining the hasta significantly below the top. Line
IX G3 may have included a similarly unusual N. Without the fragment itself,
which is lost, ún�simow cannot be ruled out with certainty. The adjective does
not appear in the epigraphic record, however, and it would therefore be unusual,
although not impossible, in a second-century inscription.

The Constitution of the Athenians uses úf�simow as a holiday or, more properly,
a day of exemption:

o´ d� prutaneœontew a[t™n pr™ton m�n sussitoāsin \n t_ y—l~, lamb‡nontew úrgœ-

rion parˆ t÷w p—levw, Ápeita sun‡gousin ka“ t|n boul|n ka“ t˜n d÷mon: t|n m�n o{n

boul|n Ðsai =m�rai, pl|n \‡n tiw úf�simow Ó, t˜n d� d÷mon tetr‡kiw t÷w prutane’aw

°k‡sthw.

First the members of the prytany eat together in the Round House, at the State’s expense.
Then they convene meetings both of the council and of the people: the council everyday,
except when there is a day of exemption, the people four times in each prytany.

(Ath. Pol. 43.3 [tr. Rhodes])

o¹tv ka“ feœgvn ka“ útux™n a�d�simow Áti ka“ fober˜w Ôn; Paus. 3.5.6: Ôn d� Ära t˜ ´er˜n toāto

\k palaioā Peloponnhs’oiw p‰sin a�d�simon.
41 On appointment or selection, see, for example, Thuc. 2.58.2, 61.1; on capture, Thuc. 2.75.1,

3.97.1.
42 Xen. Cyr. 5.2.4: o¹tv d| ` Kārow a[t˜w m�n t! »nti boul—menow �de”n eæ pou eæh a´r�simon

t˜ te”xow.
43 Sch. Thuc. and Hes. 7.73.2 (s.v. ka“ §ma °ort÷w oáshw): ¾goun únes’mou =m�raw.
44 Sch. Hes. In opera et dies 559 (s.v. taāta fulass—menow) : e� d� to[nant’on a´ nœktew

makra“ ka“ ún�simoi; Michael Attaliates, Historia 234: ka“ parˆ toāto m| únie’shw t_ Bœzantow

t˜ ún�simon ka“ t|n xorhg’an t™n únagka’vn, lampr™w ka“ s�n poll_ t_ úkmai—thti \kur’euse.
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144 PHOENIX

Mikalson notes that the úf�simoi =m�rai, the days of exemption, are days
of “recess” or “dismissal”; they were days off from public business.45 This use
of the adjective, as Rhodes notes in his commentary on the Constitution of the
Athenians, is paralleled in Aelius Aristides’ fourth Hieros Logos.46 When Aristides
learned that one of the legates of Asia had confirmed his selection as a liturgist
(he was to serve as \klogeœw) despite an earlier grant of immunity, he appealed
directly to the governor of the province in 151/152. His letter of appeal to the
governor Pollio arrived on an úf�simow =m�ra, but, Aristides insists on noting,
the proconsul read it anyway and instructed his legate to reverse his earlier
confirmation of Aristides’ selection for the liturgy.47 Aristides’ insistence that
the day was úf�simow suggests that Pollio was under no obligation to consider
Aristides’ petition that day, that it was a day of exemption from official and
administrative business. The adjective carries a meaning, then, which fits the
context of the inscription. We can hardly expect that the day on which the
Lycian elections took place was not a day of recess from most official business.
We should also note that Aristides’ fourth Hieros Logos is contemporaneous with
the decree honouring Opramoas in the thirty-third document.

úf�simoi =m�rai are rare in the epigraphic record. Unlike ún�simow, how-
ever, úf�simow does appear in inscriptions, and always in association with =m�ra.
Including the possible attestation in the Opramoas dossier, there are only four
instances of the adjective, to my knowledge, one of which is very fragmentary.48

In the third quarter of the second century b.c., Athens passed a decree concern-
ing the revival of the cult of Apollo. This decree is fragmentary, particularly at
that portion which is most relevant, but enough survives to offer a parallel.

th. bouö- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ÷atvn \p“

t™n eö- - - - - - - - - - a´ d� pary�noi fer�tv÷söa÷n t˜ ´er˜n ka-

noān öt! ye! - - - - - - - - - - ÷ Ðöt÷a. n. katˆ tˆ p‡tria úf�si-

moi =. m. ö�rai - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ÷ ka“ t˜n kosmh-

t|n ka“ pö- - - - - - - - - - - - t!÷ &Ap—llvni t! &Alejik‡k~:

`mo’vw d� ka“ öún’esyai úp˜ t™n Árgvn to�w o�k�taw÷ ka“ to�w dhmos’ouw p‡n-

taw {ka“} leitourge’aw úp. ö˜ p‡shw - -÷49

and let the parthenoi carry the sacred basket to the god . . . whenever according to tradition
the days of exemption . . . and the director and . . . to Apollo who wards off evil; and
likewise that the household slaves be released from their labours and all the public servants
from every liturgy . . . .

45 Mikalson 1975: 193.
46 Aristid. Hieros Logos 4.98; Dindorf 1964: 1.530, 344: e�w d� t|n Filadelf’an úf’konto o´

pemfy�ntew, ka“ Ôn m�n úf�simow, qw Áfasan, =m�ra, " tˆ gr‡mmata úped’dosan.
47 Aristid. Hieros Logos 4.95–100; Behr 1968: 77–79; Aristides’ dispute over liturgical service did

not, however, end with Pollio’s decision.
48 SEG 17.17, 36.149, 41.39: -÷ É úf�ösimon \nai (?)–], recording an agreement between Athens

and Troezen.
49 LSS 14.45–51 = SEG XXI 469.45–51.
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AFESIMOS: A NEW READING 145

The decree gives directions for the celebration of the Thargelia, assigning
roles to the priest of Pythian Apollo, the archons, the hierophantes, and others.
The úf�simoi =m�rai coincided with the Thargelia, or portions thereof, but we
do not know what exactly happened on them. It seems, however, that they may
have brought exemption from certain regular tasks.50

A second inscription from Athens, also very fragmentary, reflects the use of
the word in the Constitution of the Athenians:51

ö- - - - - - - - - -÷morow,

öo´ prut‡neiw sunag—ntvn÷

öka“ t|n boul|n ka“ t˜n d÷mon÷,

öt|n m�n o{n boul|n÷

öÐsai =m�÷rai

öpl|n \‡÷n tiw

ö=m�ra úf÷�simow

öÓ, t˜n d� d÷÷mon

ötetr‡kiw t÷w÷

öprutane’aw÷

ö°k‡sthw÷

Let the prytaneis summon both the council and the assembly, the council on everyday
except if there is a day of exemption, and the assembly four times in each prytany.

The prytaneis are to summon the council on those days which are not
úf�simoi; on those days which are úf�simoi, the members of the council are
clearly not expected to meet: they are days off.

While the epigraphic evidence for úf�simow comes centuries before the
Opramoas dossier, this is not problematic in view of the fact that Aristides
uses the adjective in precisely the same manner as the Constitution of the Atheni-
ans. The interest of the authors of the Second Sophistic in classical words and
usage is all too familiar. The evidence for the use of úf�simow (unlike aæsimow
or ún�simow) in Asia Minor in the mid-second century a.d. makes it a plausible
candidate for the thirty-third document of the Opramoas dossier.

Such a reading, however, is not immediately apparent from the traces of the
inscription. The available illustrations do not provide conclusive support. The
line drawings of the fragment at the end of line IX G3 must be used cautiously,
as we have already seen: they do not show the ligature at the beginning of IX
G4 which appears in Schiele’s photograph. Nonetheless, the line drawings in
Heberdey and Kokkinia must suffice, since neither a photograph nor a squeeze
of this fragment is available, and Heberdey’s sketches of the fragments seen on
his 1894 journey to Lycia do not include this fragment.52 The initial alpha is

50 One may note the restoration of ún’esyai two lines below úf�simoi =. m. ö�rai, related to

ún�simow (LSJ s.v. ún�simow). On úf�simoi there is release from (ún’esyai) from labours.
51 IG II.5 4334.1–11.
52 Heberdey 1894.
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146 PHOENIX

virtually assured, but the second letter is less clear. The hasta does not appear
to extend above the level of the line as we would expect of a phi and as we see
in the case of m. öeg÷alofr—nvw in the eighth line or \f' oö<w p÷‰sin the ninth
line. The extension of the hasta, however, may not be enough on its own to
dismiss the possibility that the letter originally represented was not an iota but
a phi. Moreover, the upper loop of a phi may be visible on the line drawing. It
is unclear if this is an illusion caused by the fracture. úf�simow would fit into
the remaining space at the end of line IX G3, even with the addition of the
relatively wide epsilon, for which there does seem to be room. A comparison
of the individual letters in both the line drawing and the photograph suggest
that AFE- would occupy approximately the same space as AIPI- (and so would
match the length of the line approximated by Heberdey). Certainty cannot be
achieved since the ends of the lines are badly damaged, but úf�simow can be
considered a reasonable alternative to aæsimow. This portion of the inscription
would then read:

IX G2 a<w d� dvreˆöw xr÷h. m‡tvn \pide.öd÷o. kQöw÷,

\j @n = kaöt'÷ Á.tow öpr÷—sodow \n ta”w ú. f. öe-÷

s<’>moiw köa÷“ sebaös÷m’oiw =m�raiw dian�-

IX G5 metai, koin_ te öt÷! Áynei ú. Þdion dv-

reˆn kex‡ristöa÷i \w `mo’an dianom}n.53

Reading úf�simow is not without its difficulties, but it does seem to be a more
reasonable reading than the alternatives.54 aæsimow is archaic, poetic, and out
of place in an official document. ún�simow is not supported by the epigraphic
evidence. \p’shmow requires us to assume and restore a spelling error in order
to read a word which would be unusual in the context. It is true that úf�simow
also requires a spelling error, but it is more reasonable to correct an existing
spelling error than to create a spelling error which must then be corrected.

Moreover, if Opramoas’ euergetism took place on úf�simoi =m�rai rather
than on aæsimoi or \p’shmoi =m�rai, the perceived quality of the benefaction
would be enhanced. It is not necessary here to discuss the institution of euer-
getism in great detail, but the context of Opramoas’ distributions is important
for the reading of the inscription. Distributions of food, oil, or money were far
from the most prestigious benefactions; indeed, Plutarch describes the honour
and repute earned from such distributions as ephemeral.55 An annual or regular
distribution, such as that established by Opramoas, offered more prestige than
a one-time gift, but even annual gifts provided only uncertain reputation and
fame, as Plutarch suggests. Opramoas’ distributions, however, drew attention
not simply to him as a benefactor, but to the day itself and to the elections. The

53 Kokkinia 2000: 42–43.
54 The implications of úf�simow (“day of exemption”), which I note below, are equally applicable

to ún�simow (“holiday”). I prefer úf�simow to ún�simow because the latter is not epigraphically
attested, while the former is.

55 Plut. Prae. ger. reip. 802d, 821f–822a; cf. IEph. 214, 1491–93; Bell 2004.
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AFESIMOS: A NEW READING 147

timing ensured a larger audience for his munificence, which magnified the gift
and enhanced the prestige gained by Opramoas, since he would be associated
with the days of exemption and the elections.56

To draw a comparison with a parallel case from Attica, the tomb of Herodes
Atticus “near the Panathenaic” afforded Herodes a symbolic supervision over
the Panathenaic games even after his death in a.d. 179.57 Opramoas’ provision
of cash gifts at the elections of the koine of the Lycian ethnos offered a similar
metaphorical presence, even when he neither held nor stood for an elected (or
appointed) position. Euergetic display in the first and second centuries a.d.

allowed the benefactor to demonstrate his or her generosity, and the beneficiary
to assert his or her belonging to the city or, in this case, the koine. During
the hellenistic period, by attending celebratory and military processions, “people
were ritually confirmed in a respective position of passive subjecthood at once
both physical and symbolic.”58 Opramoas’ distributions at the elections may have
allowed him to suggest a similar relationship between himself and the political
participation in his community. He thereby indicated concern for the ethnos and
for the continuing political well-being of the koine even on days of exemption.59

Opramoas is not the only Lycian benefactor to provide distributions to the
electoral officers and establish a presence at the elections. At the beginning of the
third century a.d., for example, Naevius of Balboura was honoured after having
given distributions to the election officers, the members of the council, and the
common magistrates.60 Timing his distributions to coincide with the elections
made Opramoas’ concern for the well-being of the Lycians apparent to the entire
ethnos; it also gave the citizens the opportunity to express their approbation of
him in a very public forum.61 The attendance of the voting citizens combined
with the provision of the distribution ensured that the entire political process
was inseparable from Opramoas’ munificence. He was a benefactor of all the
voters and thereby of the election itself, or at least he presented himself as such.
Opramoas’ distributions ensured that he was physically and symbolically present
at the elections by virtue of his benefaction. He thus maintained a prominent

56 See Bell 2004: 128–129; Gleason 2006: 237.
57 Rife 2008: 121.
58 Bell 2004: 130.
59 See Engelmann 2005: 123.
60 LW. 1221.41–44: d—nta d� ka“ to”w suneöl÷|yoāsin Luk’vn úrxost‡taiw | ka“ bouleuta”w

ka“ koino”w Ärxou|sin dianom÷w únˆ (dhn‡ria) b' \k t™n �d’vn; this, however, was a one time
distribution, not a distribution funded from an endowment; cf. IGRR III.473, TAM II.1 508.
Similarly, the statues commissioned by Gaius Vibius Salutaris at the beginning of the second cen-
tury a.d. in Ephesus were to be displayed at meetings of the Ephesian assembly (IEph. 27A.48–52).
This ensured the symbolic presence of Artemis (in various incarnations), of Trajan and Plotina, of
the Senate, Equestrian order, and People of Rome, and of the public institutions and citizens of
Ephesus, not to mention the benefactor, Salutaris himself.

61 See Bell 2004: 174; Cic. Sest. 106: “The verdict and inclination of the Roman populus regarding
the res publica can best be expressed in three places: a contio, the Comitia, and the crowd at games
and gladiatorial shows.” The populus Romanus is not a direct parallel to the Lycian koine, but the
sentiment is comparable.
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148 PHOENIX

and lasting position in the public life of the Lycian koine beyond that of a
euergetic magistrate.62

The description of the distribution in the thirty-third document is, there-
fore, very important in that it is only here that the occasion of the distribu-
tion is not described as the elections of the koine of the Lycian ethnos. In ev-
ery other mention of the distribution in the dossier, the elections are empha-
sized through the presence of the úrxost‡tai, who, unlike the other recipi-
ents, are consistently identified: Opramoas provided distributions above all to
the úrxost‡tai.63 Opramoas initially chose the election days as the occasion
for his display, but subsequently described it, or allowed the occasion to be de-
scribed, as the úf�simoi ka“ seb‡smioi =m�rai.64 Engelmann has argued that
Opramoas’ tenure as archiphylax was informed by a concern for the welfare of
the koine as a whole.65 Such a concern is, perhaps, made clearer by the use
of úf�simow. His provision of distributions ensured that his example would be
obvious to the members of the council, the magistrates, and his successors in the
office of archiphylax. The use of úf�simoi =m�rai in the thirty-third document
suggested that even on days off from public business, Opramoas continued to
benefit and oversee the welfare of the koine.

The description in the thirty-third document of the distributions as taking
place on úf�simoi =m�rai, “days of exemption,” rather than on the election days
to”w sunioāsin e�w tˆ koinˆ toā Áynouw úrxair�sia, “for those who gather for
the common elections of the ethnos,” enhances the element of magnificence in a
way that “election days,” or even \p’shmoi =m�rai, simply could not. Thériault
has noted that the gymnasium was “un lieu de promotion par excellence pour
l’évergétisme,”66 but in the increasingly hereditary elite and bouleutic classes,
elections within a provincial koine may have played a similar role. úf�simoi
=m�rai could serve as an example of what Plutarch describes as “an occasion
which offers a good and excellent pretext, one which is connected with the
worship of a god and lends the people to piety,”67 allowing Opramoas to show

62 See Rife 2008: 95.
63 Kokkinia 2000: 31, VI B12–13: to”w úrxost‡taiw ök÷a“ | to”w loipo”w to”w \j Áyouw lamb‡no-

öusi÷n; 32, VI E4–5: öto÷”w úrxost‡taiw ka“ koino”w Ärxousi köa“ | to”÷w loipo”w \j Áyouw lamb‡-

nousi; 33, VI F4–6: to”w | úrxost‡taiw ka“ to”w loipo”w to”w \j Áyouw | lamb‡nousi; 41, IX
B10–12: to”w úrxost‡taiw | ka“ to”w loipo”w to”w \j Áyöo÷uw lam|b‡nousin; 60, C11–D1: öto”w |
úrxos÷t‡taöiw ka“ bou|leuta”÷w kaö“ koino”w Är|xousi- -÷.

64 Kokkinia 2000: 190–210. The twenty-first document contains the first specific mention of the
endowment and distribution at the elections, and may be dated to the proconsulship of Sufena Verus
and the priesthood of Jason the son of Embromus, that is, shortly before a.d. 125. The thirty-third
document, specifying the úf�simoi ka“ seb‡smioi =m�rai, may be dated by the proconsulship of
Gnaeus Cornelius Proculus to just before 141 (Kokkinia 2000: 190–210).

65 Engelmann 2005; cf. above, 147.
66 Thériault 2003: 250. It should be noted that Thériault discusses burials in the gymnasium in

this context.
67 Plut. Prae. ger. reip. 822c (tr. Fowler).
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AFESIMOS: A NEW READING 149

his attention to the koine, and the citizens to assert their involvement in the
koine.

Although my concern here has been with Opramoas’ cash distributions at the
elections, we must not forget that he did provide a number of more enduring gifts
to the Lycians.68 The distributions on the úf�simoi =m�rai served to associate
the cash distributions not only with the elections, but also with his construction
of buildings and monuments and his liturgical service throughout Lycia, which
continued after the initial endowment. The donations commemorate and mark
Opramoas’ continuing and widespread service to the entire koine, earning him a
prestige which was much greater than that of a distribution offered to mark the
dedication of a building, the assumption of a public office, or a coming-of-age.69

Thus, úf�simow provides a subtle and meaningful description of the days
on which Opramoas offered his distribution without stressing the details of the
endowment and the list of recipients. úf�simow is a term which does credit
to the reputation of Opramoas himself, without the epic air of aæsimow. He
did not establish a quinquennial festival of which he or a member of his family
was the regular agonothete in the style of Gaius Julius Demosthenes, or an
annual parade to celebrate his native city’s history in the style of Gaius Vibius
Salutaris, both of whose endowments were available as precedents for Opramoas’
own euergetism; he did, however, establish himself as an outstanding benefactor
(indeed, an \p’shmow benefactor) of the Lycian koine on a continuing basis.

Opramoas was making his distributions on a very timely, meaningful, and
visible day each year. By placing his distributions on the election days and
úf�simoi =m�rai, Opramoas reminded the Lycian ethnos of his service and his
continuing concern for it even on days when he could have exempted himself.
He became a sort of overseer of the elections, of the magistrates, and of the
entire koine, for not only did his distributions take place on election days, the
elections also took place on the days of his distributions.
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figures

Figure 1: Line drawing of IX G1–13 (Kokkinia 2000, Beilage 2).

Figure 2: Lines VIII G2–7 and IX G2–5 on the left and right, respectively, of the
background block. DAI-Istanbul (D-DAI-IST-R 2976). c©DAI, Photo: W. Schiele
(reproduced with permission, all rights reserved).
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